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We investigate the transport properties of tungsten trioxide (WO3) from first principles. The full k dependence
of the scattering rate is included, and electron mobilities as a function of doping are calculated using Boltzmann
transport theory. Our predicted room-temperature mobility is as high as 485 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 1020 cm−3 doping,
which makes WO3 a promising material for device applications. We elucidate why the mobility is so much higher
in WO3 compared to the prototype perovskite oxide SrTiO3 based on an analysis of the electronic and vibronic
structure.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.101.045116
I. INTRODUCTION
Perovskite oxides with the chemical formula ABO3, where
A and B are metal cations, have garnered substantial interest
for potential applications in novel electronic devices; they also
exhibit a rich variety of physical phenomena [1,2]. Tungsten
trioxide (WO3) belongs to this class of materials, but with
a vacant A site. WO3 is well-known for its electrochromism
[3–5], in which the transmittance at infrared and visible
wavelengths can be controlled by intercalation of donor ions
such as Li [6] or Na [7]. WO3 also acts as as a functional
material in gas sensing [8], photocatalysis [9,10], and as
an electrode in lithium-ion batteries [11]. It has also been
utilized in high-efficiency solar cells, where WO3 serves as
the electron transport layer [12].
In all these applications, carrier transport plays a pivotal
role, and a full understanding of transport mechanisms is a
prerequisite for device performance. Few studies have been
devoted to understanding transport in WO3; mainly these
have been experimental reports of mobilities or electrical
resistivities with fits to models. For instance, Berak et al. [13]
reported mobilities in single-crystalline monoclinic WO3 on
the order of tens of cm2 V−1 s−1 near room temperature,
and Berggren studied the influence of temperature on resis-
tivities of lithiated samples [14]. Here, we use a fully first-
principles approach to shed light on the microscopic origins of
mobility.
WO3 has various polymorphs [15], which are distinguished
by the degree of tilting, rotation, and distortion of WO6 octa-
hedra. In this work, we focus on the cubic phase [Fig. 1(a)],
which is free of structural distortions. We are motivated to
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study the cubic phase because of its potential use in com-
plex oxide heterostructures in combination with other cubic
perovskites; complex oxide interfaces can lead to large two-
dimensional electron gas densities [16,17]. Controlled growth
along the [100] direction of cubic WO3 on SrTiO3 (STO)
has been demonstrated using molecular beam epitaxy [18]
and dc magnetron sputtering [19]. The cubic phase may also
be stabilized through doping with donor species such as Li,
Na, or K [6,20], a phenomenon that has been shown to be
driven by the presence of excess electrons [21,22]. Exploring
transport in cubic WO3 is therefore relevant for bulk as well
as epitaxial films.
We use first-principles calculations based on density func-
tional theory (DFT) to obtain electronic and vibrational spec-
tra, and calculate mobilities using Boltzmann transport theory
within the relaxation time approximation [23]. We consider
electron-phonon interactions as the dominant scattering mech-
anism at room temperature [23]. As WO3 is a polar material,
we discuss the role of LO-phonon scattering. Due to the
heavy mass of the tungsten atom, spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
is included in our calculations. We use Wannier interpolation
[24,25] to account for the k-dependent scattering rate on large
grids [26,27].
Our results show that the room-temperature mobility is
much higher than in other complex oxides: at 1020 cm−3
doping, the mobility is as high as 485 cm2 V−1 s−1 when
screening due to the conduction electrons is included. This
is more than an order of magnitude larger than in the proto-
type perovskite complex oxide, SrTiO3 (STO) [16,28,29]. A
detailed comparison of the various features in the electronic
and vibronic structure will allow us to elucidate the factors
that contribute to this difference in mobilities.
After a presentation of our methodology in Sec. II A,
we first present our results on the bulk electronic and vi-
bronic properties of cubic WO3 in Secs. III A and III B.
In Sec. III C, we present an in-depth investigation of scat-
tering rates and (unscreened) mobilities as a function of
doping. Finally, in Sec. III D, we address why the room-
temperature mobility in WO3 is significantly higher than in
cubic STO.
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(a) (b)
FIG. 1. (a) Crystal structure of cubic WO3. Tungsten atoms are
shown in blue and oxygen atoms in red. (b) Schematic representation
of electron-phonon scattering, in which a carrier initially in state
ψn,k scatters to state ψm,k+q with the assistance of a phonon with
frequency ω and wave vector q.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Calculation methods
Our calculations are based on density functional theory us-
ing the QUANTUM ESPRESSO code [30] with norm-conserving
pseudopotentials [31] and the exchange-correlation functional
of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [32]. For W, the
5p6s5d states are treated as valence states, and for O, the
2s2p states. In our STO calculations, the 4s4p5s states are
treated as valence states for Sr and 3s3p3d4s for Ti. In
order to assess the accuracy of our band structures, we also
use the hybrid functional of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof
(HSE) [33,34]. To include SOC, we perform self-consistent
calculations based on a fully relativistic pseudopotential. We
use a plane-wave cutoff of 125 Ry and a 6 × 6 × 6 k-point
grid for integrations over the Brillouin zone.
The vibrational spectra are calculated using density func-
tional perturbation theory (DFPT) [35]. Using a hybrid func-
tional for all aspects of the calculations is currently not feasi-
ble, since DFPT calculations are not implemented with hybrid
functionals; we therefore use the PBE functional. Based on the
lattice dynamical properties we obtain the electron-phonon
matrix elements, which describe the strength of phonon-
mediated transitions between different electronic states. These
are calculated on a 6 × 6 × 6 k- and q-point grids, and then
Wannier-interpolated at denser k- and q-point grids using the
EPW code [26]. For calculating the scattering rates and mo-
bility, we use 50 × 50 × 50 k- and q-point grids. Mobilities
changed by less than 10% for grids up to 80 × 80 × 80. We
neglect the imaginary modes in the mobility calculations by
setting the matrix elements for such modes to 0. However, as
shown for SrTiO3 in a previous work [36], their impacts on
the room temperature mobility are expected to be negligible
compared to those of polar LO modes. Finally, we note that
finite temperature may lead to band-gap renormalization in
WO3 not present in our calculations, but expect qualitative
conclusions for higher mobilities in WO3 compared to STO
to hold.
B. Electrical conductivity and mobility
In a cubic crystal, the mobility is isotropic. We compute
the conductivity tensor based on Boltzmann transport theory
[23] using the implementation described in Ref. [29]:
σα β = e
2
Vcell
∑
n,k
wkτnk
(
−∂ fn,k
∂	n,k
)
vnk,α vnk,β , (1)
where wk is the k-point weight, Vcell is the cell volume, fn,k
is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, and vnk ≡ 1/h¯ ×
∂	n,k/∂k are band velocities. When spin-orbit coupling is
included, the sum over n implicitly includes a sum over
total angular momentum ( j = l ± 1/2) states [37]. The con-
ductivity is divided by the carrier concentration n to obtain
mobility, μ = σ
ne
.
C. Scattering rate
When calculating electronic conductivity, it is common to
assume a constant scattering rate τ−1 [38]. First-principles
approaches in which the energy and k dependence of the
scattering rate are fully taken into account have recently
emerged [29,36,39–43]. These studies have shown that the
scattering rate has a strong dependence on band and k vec-
tor that must be taken into account. In our calculations,
the band- and k-dependent scattering rate τ−1n,k is calculated
using [29]
τ−1nk =
2π
h¯
∑
qν,m
|gmn,ν (k, q)|2
× {(nqν + fk+q,m) δ(	k+q,m − 	k,n − h¯ωqν )
+ (1 + nqν − fk+q,m) δ(	k+q,m − 	k,n + h¯ωqν )}, (2)
where gmn,ν (k, q) are electron-phonon coupling matrix ele-
ments, and nqν and fm,k+q are phonon and electron occupation
factors, which are described by Bose-Einstein and Fermi-
Dirac distributions. Bands are indexed by m and n, while
phonons are indexed by wave vector q and frequency ν. The δ
functions ensure energy conservation in the electron-phonon
scattering processes.
D. Electron-phonon matrix elements
The scattering rate in Eq. (2) includes contributions from
all phonons. However, scattering off polar longitudinal optical
(LO) phonons is a dominant scattering mechanism at room
temperature in polar materials [23,29,42,43], and also requires
special attention in the numerical treatment. Electrons couple
to the long-range macroscopic electric fields that arise from
the out-of-phase motion of the atoms associated with LO
modes, and this is described by the electron-phonon ma-
trix elements. LO-phonon scattering gives rise to diverging
electron-phonon matrix elements as q → 0 [29,44]; the long-
range contribution is treated separately in the computational
approach [26,27].
The electron-phonon matrix elements gmn,ν (k, q) are cal-
culated for transitions from the initial electronic state ψn,k to
the final state ψm,k+q [see Fig. 1(b)] using [26,45,46]
gmn,ν (k, q) = gSmn,ν (k, q) + gLmn,ν (k, q) , (3)
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FIG. 2. Electronic band structure of (a) cubic WO3 and (b) cubic strontium titanate (STO). The Brillouin zone, identifying high-symmetry
points, is depicted in the inset. Only the t2g conduction-band states are shown. Dashed lines indicate the Fermi level for various electron
concentrations (in cm−3). The band splitting due to spin-orbit coupling in WO3 is SOC = 0.55 eV.
where gSmn,ν is the short-range contribution, and the long-range
contribution gLmn,ν is calculated as [26]
gLmn,ν (k, q) = i
e2
ε0
∑
j
√
h¯
2Mjωq,ν
×
∑
G =q
(q + G) · Z∗j · e j,ν (q)
(q + G) · ∞ · (q + G)
× 〈ψm,k+q|ei(q+G)·r|ψn,k〉 , (4)
with  the volume of the cell, G a reciprocal lattice vector,
Z∗j the Born effective charge tensor for atom j with mass Mj ,
e j,ν (q) the polarization vector associated with phonon wave
vector q of mode ν, and 	∞ the macroscopic high-frequency
dielectric tensor. For the cubic phase, there is only one unique
element. The electron-phonon matrix elements are weighted
by the overlap factor between initial and final electronic states,
〈ψm,k+q|ei(q+G)·r|ψn,k〉. Inclusion of the overlap factor results
in up to 33% enhancement in mobility. Previous calcula-
tions on GaAs [46], SnO2 [47], GaN [48], and various oxides
[29,39,42,43] have shown such analytic models, including
those proposed by Fröhlich [44] and Vogl [45], can success-
fully describe gLmn,ν for polar materials. To check the validity
of using interpolation with Wannier functions [including using
Eq. (4) for the long-range component], we compared the
phonon spectra and electron-phonon matrix elements with
explicit DFPT calculations along the high-symmetry paths of
the Brillouin zone and found excellent agreement.
We additionally consider free-carrier screening due to the
presence of electrons in the conduction band. The screening
wave vector is calculated using Thomas-Fermi theory, as
described in Ref. [42], and is included in the calculation of the
electron-phonon matrix elements as described in Ref. [49].
III. RESULTS
A. Bulk electronic and vibronic properties
We first present the electronic and vibronic structure of
WO3. The calculated lattice parameter is a = 3.80 Å, within
0.5% of reported experimental values (a = 3.77 Å [50] and
a = 3.78 Å [7]). The calculated band structure for the conduc-
tion band is shown in Fig. 2(a). The comparison with the band
structure of STO [Fig. 2(b)] will be discussed in Sec. III D.
The conduction bands are composed predominantly of W 5d
states. In cubic perovskites, the crystal field due to the octa-
hedral oxygen cage encasing the transition-metal atom causes
the d states to split into the lower-lying triply-degenerate t2g
and higher-lying doubly-degenerate eg states. The inclusion
of SOC splits the t2g degeneracy and lifts one of the bands
by 0.55 eV relative to the conduction-band minimum (CBM).
The fundamental gap is Eg = 0.70 eV for nonrelativistic cal-
culations of WO3 (consistent with previous PBE values [51])
and Eg = 0.51 eV with SOC included.
While PBE is known to underestimate the band gap, only
the conduction-band structure near the Fermi level is relevant
for determining transport properties of electrons. We do want
to establish that the band dispersions obtained in PBE are
reliable. For that purpose we compare with a band structure
obtained with the HSE hybrid functional, which has been
shown to provide a reliable description of the electronic
structure of solids [52], and has been previously used to obtain
band structures for WO3 [53]. In Table I, we compare effective
masses calculated based on the PBE band structure with
values obtained using HSE. Effective masses were calculated
by fitting the band structure to a hyperbolic model as derived
from k · p theory [54]:
h¯2k2/2m∗ = 	k(1 + α	k ), (5)
where m∗ is the electron effective mass at , 	k is the
band energy and momentum, and α is the nonparabolicity
parameter. The comparison indicates that PBE provides a
reliable band structure. The SOC-induced splitting results in
TABLE I. Effective masses of the t2g states for cubic WO3 along
high-symmetry directions, in units of the free electron mass m0.
Effective masses m∗i are indexed by band i, starting from the lowest-
lying band. Values calculated with PBE and HSE [53] functionals
are shown.
 → X  → M  → R
PBE HSE PBE HSE PBE HSE
m∗1 0.17 0.17 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.18
m∗2 0.15 0.18 0.15 0.17 0.15 0.14
m∗3 0.21 0.20 0.25 0.26 0.20 0.17
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TABLE II. Calculated longitudinal (LO) and transverse (TO)
phonon frequencies in cm−1 (meV in parentheses) for WO3 and
STO at .
ωLO ωTO
WO3 STO WO3 STO
892 (111) 796 (99) 570 (70) 560 (69)
387 (48) 448 (55) 292i (36i) 169 (21)
161 (20) 25 (3)
the originally heavy band along  → X to have an effective
mass comparable to the other t2g bands.
The cubic phase contains four atoms in the unit cell,
leading to 12 phonon modes, including two longitudinal op-
tical (LO) phonons and four transverse optical (TO) phonon
modes. Our calculated frequencies for polar optical modes
at  are shown in Table II. The polar optical modes are
associated with one LO and two degenerate TO modes. The
imaginary TO mode indicates that the cubic structure is in
fact dynamically unstable. Our calculated frequencies at 
compare reasonably with previous calculations [55].
The calculated phonon frequencies at  for STO are also
listed in Table II. In contrast to WO3, STO has 15 phonon
modes, including three LO modes and six TO modes. Our
calculated frequencies compare well with previous compu-
tational studies [29] and with experiment [56,57], despite
cubic STO also being dynamically unstable in first-principles
calculations.
The calculation of electron-phonon matrix elements
[Eq. (4)] requires the high-frequency dielectric constant. Our
calculations yield ε∞ = 10.14. As a check, we performed cal-
culations for the room-temperature monoclinic phase; averag-
ing over the principal Cartesian directions we find ε∞ = 5.75.
This compares well with the experimentally measured value
of ε∞ = 5 [58]. In STO, we calculate ε∞ = 6.41 (experiment:
ε∞ = 5.59, Ref. [59]).
B. Electron-phonon matrix elements
We next present our results for electron-phonon matrix
elements. While all phonon modes are included in our calcu-
lations, we focus on the polar LO modes as they significantly
impact mobility at room temperature [23].
In Fig. 3, we plot the electron-phonon matrix elements for
the LO modes along the high-symmetry paths of the Brillouin
zone. As expected from Eq. (4), we observe a 1/q dependence
in the matrix elements for small q. Deviations from the 1/q
behavior away from  in Fig. 3 arise from the short-range
contribution gSmn,ν . The plot includes all scattering processes.
For interband transitions, the magnitude of the matrix ele-
ment in Eq. (4) is suppressed; transitions between states with
different band indices are weaker due to the overlap factor
〈ψm,k+q|ei(q+G)·r|ψn,k〉, which is typically less than unity.
C. Scattering rate and mobility
Using the calculated electron-phonon matrix elements
[Eq. (3)], we evaluate the scattering rates of the conduction
electrons [Eq. (2)]. In Fig. 4, we plot the scattering rates as a
FIG. 3. Magnitude of electron-phonon matrix elements
|gmn,ν (k, q)| plotted along high-symmetry q points for k = 
in WO3. Values are shown for the highest (dashed green) and
second-highest LO polar (solid orange) modes and for transitions
amongst t2g states. |gmn,ν | is averaged over all degenerate electronic
and vibronic states.
function of electron energy referenced to the CBM with and
without screening; we also show the position of the Fermi
level. The scattering scales approximately with the electronic
density of states, as previously reported for Si [26] and
GaAs [60].
Only states with energies close to the Fermi level are
involved in scattering. As evident from Eq. (1), this is due to
the factor ( − ∂ fnk
∂	nk
), which is nonzero only in a range of a few
kBT (around 0.2 eV for room-temperature) around the Fermi
level and falls rapidly away from the Fermi level.
For 1018 and 1019 cm−3 doping, we see in Fig. 4 that the
main difference in relevant scattering events within the energy
window of interest is due to the position of the Fermi level.
As the Fermi level becomes degenerate with the conduction
band, there are now electronic states above and below the
Fermi level that can contribute to scattering. Thus, for 1020
and 1021 cm−3 doping, scattering events exist both above
FIG. 4. The electron-phonon scattering rate in cubic WO3 for
(a) 1018, (b) 1019, (c) 1020, and (d) 1021 cm−3 doping. Hollow
golden markers correspond to unscreened τ−1; solid orange markers
correspond to screened τ−1. Electron energies are referenced to the
CBM. The Fermi level is indicated with a dotted line.
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FIG. 5. Calculated mobilities in cm2 V−1 s−1 for WO3 as a func-
tion of electron doping. Screened mobilities are shown with orange
filled circles, unscreened mobilities with orange hollow circles. For
comparison, the (unscreened) mobilities of STO are shown with
black hollow triangles.
and below the Fermi level. The scattering rate increases
for 1021 cm−3 compared to 1020 cm−3, since more states
become available for scattering. This leads to a decrease in
the mobility.
The unscreened and screened mobilities are plotted in
Fig. 5 and tabulated in Table III. The unscreened mobilities
for WO3 range between 83 and 289 cm2 V−1 s−1 for doping
levels between 1018 and 1021 cm−3. The trends in mobility
as a function of carrier concentration can be understood by
considering both the scattering rates (Fig. 4) and the band ve-
locities (Fig. 6) [see Eq. (1)]. When the carrier concentration
is increased from 1018 to 1019 cm−3, conduction-band states at
higher energy become occupied, which leads to higher band
velocities (Fig. 6). These higher velocities more than com-
pensate for the increase in scattering, thus leading to higher
mobility. When the carrier concentration is increased further
to 1020 cm−3, the increase in scattering rate counteracts the
increase in band velocities, so that the mobility increases
only by a small amount. Increasing the carrier concentration
to 1021 cm−3 leads to a decrease in the mobility, as the
increase in band velocities is overshadowed by the increase
in scattering.
Including effects due to screening by conduction electrons
enhances the mobilities. The screening wave vectors are in-
cluded in Table III. The enhancement in mobility increases
with the screening wave vector when the Fermi level lies
below the conduction band. For degenerate doping, screening
still enhances mobility, but the increase in scattering events
ultimately leads to a decrease in mobility at the highest
doping level.
TABLE III. Calculated mobilities in cm2 V−1 s−1 for WO3 and
STO as a function of electron doping. For calculations that include
screening the screening wave vector qscr is listed in units of 1/Å.
n (cm−3) WO3 WO3 screened qscr STO
1018 83.3 99.3 0.005 9.0
1019 208 393 0.031 9.6
1020 289 485 0.110 7.3
1021 119 249 0.329 1.9
FIG. 6. Band velocity v2nk values plotted in the kz = 0 plane in
the Brillouin zone, comparing WO3 and STO. High-symmetry points
in the Brillouin zone are indicated. Each of the t2g states is shown,
with the number above each panel indicating the corresponding
band index, counting from the lowest conduction band. Band indices
correspond to spin channels.
D. Comparison with SrTiO3
We now compare the results for WO3 with STO. STO
is the prototypical perovskite oxide with conduction bands
derived from d states. In our calculations for STO we consider
the cubic phase and neglect the effects of SOC, since it is
very small (SOC = 0.028 eV, Refs. [61,62]). Indeed, our
tests indicate that explicit inclusion of SOC in STO does
not significantly the results. Our aim here is not to obtain
the highest quantitative accuracy, but to provide physical
insights. For fair comparison, the transport properties of STO
were obtained using the same methodology as for WO3. The
mobility of STO in the present work is smaller than earlier
calculations because of some differences in calculation de-
tails. For instance, Ref. [36] additionally incorporated thermal
renormalization of the phonon frequencies and iterative solu-
tion of the Boltzmann transport equation. In Ref. [29], only the
long-range part of the electron-phonon matrix elements was
taken into account. These previous studies also used different
k- and q-point meshes. Our calculated mobilities for STO are
around 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 for doping levels up to n = 1020 cm−3,
much lower than the values for WO3 (see Table III). This
difference can be attributed to a difference in scattering rates,
as well as to a difference in effective masses, which are related
to the band velocities in Eq. (1).
Our calculated scattering rate τ−1nk in STO is ∼1015 s−1 for
nondegenerate doping and can increase up to 1016 s−1 at n =
1021 cm−3, significantly larger than that in WO3 (see Fig. 4).
We have inspected the electron-phonon coupling strengths
[Eq. (3)] for the LO modes and found they are comparable
in magnitude between WO3 and STO. The electron-phonon
matrix elements are proportional to the Born effective charge
and inversely proportional to the high-frequency dielectric
constant. WO3 has larger Born effective charges compared
to STO, and this compensates for the difference in dielectric
constants, resulting in comparable electron-phonon coupling
strengths. Thus this enhanced scattering rate is due to other
factors; we have identified two contributions.
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FIG. 7. Mode-resolved scattering rates for the longitudinal op-
tical (LO) phonon modes in (a) WO3 and (b) STO. LO modes
are indexed from highest to lowest frequency. The Fermi level is
indicated with a dotted line.
First, the number and frequencies of LO modes. In WO3
the number of polar LO modes is two, compared to three
in STO; this is a result of the missing A-site atom in WO3.
Therefore one fewer scattering channel enters in Eq. (2).
The frequencies of the three LO modes in STO are listed
in Table II. The additional LO mode in STO actually has
the lowest frequency, ωLO,3 = 161 cm−1 (20 meV), which
means that the room-temperature phonon occupation factor
will be significantly higher, and this mode will contribute
strongly to scattering. This is confirmed by the mode-resolved
scattering rates shown in Fig. 7. The scattering rates for the
highest two LO modes in WO3 and STO are comparable, and
the additional LO mode in STO corresponds to the highest
scattering rate.
Second, the conduction-band states in STO are comprised
of Ti 3d states, as opposed to W 5d states in WO3. W 5d
orbitals are less localized than 3d orbitals of Ti, leading to
larger bandwidths, more dispersion, and larger band velocities
in WO3. As Eq. (1) depends quadratically on band velocities,
this has a substantial effect on the electrical conductivity. The
effect of 3d versus 5d band character can be observed in
the effective masses. The effective masses (in units of the
free electron mass, and calculated with inclusion of spin-orbit
coupling, Ref. [61]) for the three lowest-lying conduction
bands along the  → X direction in STO are 0.99, 0.39, and
0.55; along the  → M direction the values are are 0.74, 0.46,
and 0.56. As can be seen from Table I, these effective masses
are a factor of two or more larger than those in WO3.
These effective masses probe the band structure only in the
vicinity of the CBM; band dispersion at higher energies also
plays a role in mobilities, particularly at higher doping levels.
We therefore explicitly inspect band velocities v2nk throughout
the Brillouin zone, as plotted in Fig. 6. The conduction-band
velocities in WO3 are indeed much larger than those in STO,
for each of the t2g bands. This combination of factors leads to
a larger scattering rate and lower mobility in STO.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have used first-principles calculations
to investigate the transport properties in WO3. We consider
the full k dependence of the scattering rates to compute
the conductivity tensor based on Boltzmann transport theory.
Mobilities were calculated as a function of doping level for
carrier concentrations ranging from 1018 to 1021 cm−3. We
find mobilities as high as 485 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 1020 cm−3
doping. Finally, we show that the enhanced mobilities in WO3
relative to the widely studied STO can be attributed to one
fewer polar LO mode, larger phonon frequencies, and larger
band velocities for WO3.
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